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Dear Madam/Sir <<Last Name>>,
 

We extend our sincere appreciation to those who visited our booth at the
Nürnberg Toyfair. Your presence and interest in our products mean a great deal
to us. For those who couldn't make it, we missed the opportunity to connect
with you personally.

Should you have any questions or require further information about our
showcased products, please don't hesitate to reach out.
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We are pleased to unveil our new products for 2024. These additions reflect our
commitment to providing practical solution. Explore the latest in our lineup as
we continue to evolve and meet the needs of our customers. Your support is
appreciated, and we look forward to delivering reliable and innovative products
throughout the year.
 

Now Available: Time Timer® Visual Scheduler

We have seen a great initial response from the launch of Time Timer’s newest
product offering: the Time Timer® Visual Scheduler. 
 
Users can create visual schedules that are easily understandable for people of
all ages and abilities by merging the vanishing coloured disk feature of the Time
Timer® visual timer with visual activity cues. This powerful combination
enhances comprehension and accessibility.
 
The Visual Scheduler is sold as a kit with the Time Timer® Original Medium, or
can be purchased separately as an accessory offering.

Ref.nr. JAC5031 - Time Timer® Visual Scheduler Accessory
Ref.nr. JAC5032 - Time Timer® Visual Scheduler & Time Timer Medium
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Customers asked, and we answered. Introducing the new Time Timer MOD
120-Minute. This two-hour timer is now available in the popular MOD shape
and size. As part of the Education Edition series, the MOD 120-Minute includes
a soft, white, silicone case and free access to the Time Timer Desktop App.

Ref.nr. JAC5113 - Time Timer® MOD Education Edition 120 Minutes includes
a silicone case.
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Updated Time Timer® PLUS with Pause Feature

We are excited to launch our first analogue timer that offers a pause feature!

All new orders for the Time Timer® PLUS will include this new Pause feature.
For a limited time, you can still order the PLUS without pause for the models
Time Timer® PLUS White - 60 minutes and Time Timer® PLUS White 5
minutes. If you would like to order the models WITHOUT the pause feature,
please reach out to info@robo-toys.com and specifically request the previous
model. We will check inventory status before filling your order. If left
unspecified, all new orders of the PLUS family will include the new Pause
feature.

New Packaging size: The packaging for the PLUS has been redesigned and
reduced by 25%, therefore allowing it to use less cardboard, take up less space
in the warehouse and/or on shelf, and lower the individual unit shipping costs.
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Ref.nr. JAC5025 - Time Timer® PLUS Black - 60 minutes
Ref.nr. JAC5030 - Time Timer® PLUS White - 60 minutes
Ref.nr. JAC5036 - Time Timer® PLUS White - 5 minutes
Ref.nr. JAC5033 - Time Timer® PLUS White - 20 minutes
Ref.nr. JAC5034 - Time Timer® PLUS White - 120 minutes

Click here to open our new
Catalogue 2024

Like to know more? Please call +31 181 479356,
email info@robo-toys.com or

visit our websites www.timetimer.eu and www.robo-toys.com
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Seggelant West 9G, 3237 MJ Vierpolders/Brielle, The Netherlands
tel. 31 (0)181 479356, fax 31(0)181 479358

Email: info@robo-toys.com
www.robo-toys.com
www.timetimer.eu

To unsubscribe to our newsletter please send an email to info@robo-toys.com.
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